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A new type of grammar  for generating formal languages, called a conditional g rammar  
is presented. A conditional g rammar  generates the language in a deterministic way and its 
operation resembles that of a program. Classes of languages generated by some subclasses 
of conditional grammars  are invest igated and related to known classes of languages. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The generation of languages by conditional grammars is an experiment to build 
mathematical l nguages with deterministic schemes. We usually generate different words 
by applying different sequences of the productions on the starting letter. The words 
generated by conditional grammars are generated by applying the same sequence of 
productions on different starting words. The set of starting words is usually infinite. 
In recent years, there have been extensive studies done on families of languages more 
powerful than the context-free family, works by Rosenkrantz [4], Salomaa [5-7], Aho, 
and others. It is still an open question for some families of languages generated by a 
subclass of conditional grammars where they fit into the known hierarchy of families 
of languages. 
In Section 2, we define conditional grammars, and how words are generated by such 
grammars. The connection between schemes as given by a flowchart and the way produc- 
tions in conditional grammars are applied is also shown. 
In Section 3, we define a subset of conditional grammars, regular conditional grammars. 
The main theorem in this section is that the set of languages generated by regular con- 
ditional grammars i equivalent to the set of languages recognized by deterministic linear 
bounded automata. 
The fourth section deals with definite conditional grammars which form a subset of 
regular conditional grammars. We also define k-definite conditional grammars for every 
natural number k. The first part of this section deals with the connection between 
partially recursive functions and definite conditional grammars. For each partially 
recursive function we can build a definite conditional grammar which "defines" that func- 
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tion. As a result the emptiness problem becomes unsolvable for the class of definite 
conditional grammars. In the second part of this section we prove that for each k-definite 
conditional grammar there is a 1-definite conditional grammar that generates the same 
language. It is also shown that the class of languages generated by definite conditional 
grammars is strictly included in the class of languages generated by regular conditional 
grammars. In another theorem, we prove that every recursively enumerable language 
can be generated by a definite conditional grammar with the possible addition of erasing 
productions. 
2. FORMAL MODEL 
DEFINITION 1. A conditional grammar G = (N, T, M,  P) consists of a finite non- 
terminal vocabulary N, a finite terminal vocabulary T, a starting set of words M where 
MC (Nu  T) +, and a finite set of labeled productions P where P = {P1, P.a .... , Pn}. 
Each production Pi is of the form P, - (i) A --+ 4 IF  M, THEN (j) ELSE (k) where 
1 ~ j, k ~ n are production labels, M, is the conditional set where M i C (N  u T)*, A 
is a nonterminal letter, A e N and 4 is a nonempty string 4 ~ (N u T) +. 
Remark. If  4 -- a (a the empty word) we will call the grammar a condition grammar 
with erasing. 
DEFINITION 2. Let G := (N, T, M, P) be a conditional grammar, and let Z = T <3 N. 
Let 41 , 42 be strings over ~'*, i 1 , i., integers atisfying 1 ~-~ i1 , i 2 ~.~ n (n will always be 
the number of productions in P) and Pq = (ix) A -+ 4 IF  Mil THEN (j) ELSE (k). 
We will say that the pair (41, il) generates the pair (42, i2) directly and we will write 
(41 , il) --+ (q~2, i2) if and only if one of the two following sets of conditions is satisfied. 
(1) ~, =: ~1A~2, ~ l~(Z  - A)*, 42 = ~149~2, and either q~2~M,1 and i 2 : j  or 
42 q} Alq and i 2 ::~ k, 
(2) 4, c (Z - A) +, 4~ == ~b2, and either 42 e 3'/; 1 and 4 = J or 62 r ) Iq  and 4 =- k. 
We will say that the pair (4, i) generates the pair (7t, j) and will write (4, i) =- (W,j) if 
and only if there are m pairs (4t, il), (42,4) ..... (4 .... i,,) m >/ 1 such that (4, i) = (4,, 4), 
(4k, ij~) -+ (4a+a, i~, ~a) for all k 1 ~ k < m and (4 .... i,,,) = W,J)- 
DEFINITION 3. Let G == (N, T, M, P) be a conditional grammar. L(G) the language 
generated by G will be 
L(G) = {w ] (w ~ T +) n ((~y, y ~ M) c~ (3i, 1 -<-%. i :~ n) n ((y, 1) ~ (w, i)))}. 
We will use the abbreviations 
(1) if P, = (i) A -+ 4 IF M THEN (j) ELSE (j) we will write Pi -= (i) .4 ~ q~ 
GOTO (j) 
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(2) if P, -- (i) +4 -+ q~ GOTO (i + 1) we will write 
P+ = (i) A --+ q~ 
(3) in every place where there is A --~ A we will erase that part. 
For example instead of 
(i) A --+ A GOTO (j) we will write (i) GOTO (j). 
EXAMPLE I. Let G -- ({1, A, B, S}, {a, b, c}, {I"'L m ) 1}, P)  and let Z = {a, b, c, 
A, B, S]. P will consist of the following eight productions. 
(l) 1 --,- S IFZ*  THEN (8) ELSE (2) 
(2) S- -~ABc  
(3) A -+ aA 
(4) B-+bB 
(5) 1 --~c IF Z* THEN (6) ELSE (3) 
(6) A---~a 
(7) B--+b 
(8) S--~abc GOTO (8) 
It is evident that the language generated by G is L(G) = {a~b~'c~ L n ~ 1}. 
Without changing the scope of conditional grammars we can add two more productions. 
One of the forms (i) HALT  that will mean to stop the generation at that point. This is 
just an abbreviation of (i) A -+ F GOTO (i) where F is a nonterminal letter having no 
production. The second will be (i) END that will mean that we already have a terminal 
word. We can cause every word generated in the grammar to terminate generation at 
that production by changing every production 
(j) A -~  IF  M THEN (hi) ELSE (k2) 
by the two productions 
(J) 
(j') 
A -+ q~ IF T+ THEN (i) ELSE (j ') 
IF  M THEN (kl) ELSE (ks) 
where (i) is a new production of the kind (i) END and (j ')  is a new production label for 
each (j). 
A useful way to represent he set of productions of a conditional grammar is by a 
flowchart. We can represent each production in the form 
P~- = (i) A --~ 6 IF  M THEN (j) ELSE (k) 
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where the arrow labeled (j) will be connected to the (j) "box" and the arrow labeled (k) 
will be connected to the (k) "box." We can use abbreviations here too, eliminating an 
arrow or a "box" when suitable. We can also put in a "box" a description of some action 
carried by part of the grammar without specifying each production, such as the following. 
transform the string w of the form 
w n where m,n> I to the 
string w if 'n>m and 
to w m-n if m>n 
(J) 
m>n, and go to / 
~box  (k) if / 
(k) 
(i) 
Let 27 = {0, 1, 1', 0', 1", A, B} then the following set of productions will perform the 
action in the above flowchart 
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Remark. In the general case 
G = (N, T, M, P) can be of the 
where, 
(1) 1 -+1 '  
(2) 0 --+ 0' IF Z*IX*0 THEN (1) ELSE (3) 
(3) IF  X*IZ* THEN (4) ELSE (9) 
(4) 1 -+ 1" 
(5) 0'--+ 1 IF X*0' THEN (4) ELSE (6) 
(6) I ' -+A 
(7) 1" -+ A IF X*I"Z* THEN (6) ELSE (8) 
(8) 1 --+ B IF Z*l  THEN (8) ELSE (j) 
(9) 1'--~ A 
(10) 0' --r A IF 2*0'Z'* THEN (9) ELSE (11) 
(11) IF A* THEN (k) ELSE (12) 
(12) 0 ~ B IF  Z*0 THEN (12) ELSE (i) 
the labeled production P~ in a conditional grammar 
form 
P, ---- (i) ~ -+ fi IF  M, THEN (j) ELSE (k) 
a=r162 t3 =~13r , r162  
In this case, while generating successive intermediate strings, one will change the first 
occurrence to the left of ~ (if any) in the intermediate string with fl and proceed as in 
Definition 2. In the following pages the productions of all conditional grammars will be 
such that c~ e N unless we specify differently. 
3. REGULAR CONDITIONAL GRAMMARS 
In what follows we will be concerned mainly with two subsets of the set of conditional 
grammars. The first will be the regular conditional grammars and the second will be the 
definite conditional grammars. 
DEFINITION 4. Let G = (N, T, M, P) be a conditional grammar where M is a regular 
set and all conditional sets are regular sets, then G will be called regular conditional 
grammar (RCG). 
LEMMA 1. Let G = (N, T, M, P) be a conditional grammar where M is a regular set 
and each production P~ in P is of the form 
Pk = (k) a --+ fl IF Rk THEN (k,) ELSE (k2) 
where I e~ l ~ [ fl I ~ ~ N+, fl ~ (N k3 T) +, and R~ is a regular set. Then there is an RCG 
Gx = (171, I"1,21/11,1"1) such that L(G) = L(G~) (1 ~ I is the length of the string o~). 
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Proof. We will prove the lemma for the case ] a [ --  ]/3 I = 2; other cases are proved 
similarly. 
Let P~ =: (k) AB -~ CD IF  R~. THEN (kl) ELSE (k2) then we can change the grammar 
by deleting this production from P and adding to P the following set of productions. 
(k) IF  Z*ABZ*  THEN (n + 2) ELSE (n + 1) 
(n + l) IF R~ THEN (k~) ELSE (k2) 
(n + 2) .4 ~ A' IF  Z*A 'BZ*  THEN (n + 4) ELSE (n + 3) 
(n + 3) A' -+ .4" GOTO (n + 2) 
(n + 4) A" -+ A IF  Z*A"Z* THEN (n + 4) ELSE (n + 5) 
(n + 5) B --,- B' IF  Z*A'B 'Z*  THEN (n + 7) ELSE (n + 6) 
(n + 6) B" --~ B" GOTO (n + 5) 
(n + 7) B" --~ B IF  Z*B"Z* THEN (n + 7) ELSE (n + 8) 
(n+8) A' -~C 
(n - -  9) B' ~ D IF R k THEN (k~) ELSE (k2) 
where (n + 1), (n + 2),..., (n + 9) are new labels A', A", B', B" are new nonterminals, 
and Z = N w T td {A', A", B', B"}. 
The resulting grammar G' obviously satisfies L(G') -~ L(G). By changing in the same 
way all productions of G which have more than one letter on the left of the sign ~ we 
will arrive at a grammar G 1 such that L(G 0 = L(G). 
THEOI~EM 1. A language L can be generated by an RCG if and only if L is recognized 
by a deterministic linear bounded automaton. 
We will only give a sketch of the proof here. (For a complete proof see [1].) Le tL  be 
generated by an RCG. A deterministic linear bounded automaton can easily simulate 
each step in deriving a word w, w ~ T+ from a word ~; a E M in the grammar. The 
simulation requires mainly a possible change in the intermediate string (nonerasing) and 
a check if the intermediate string belongs to a regular set. The number of such steps 
required to generate w cannot exceed K ", where n is the length of w and K some constant 
(depends on the grammar) and so can be counted by the automaton. The number of 
words cr belonging to M and satisfying [g ] ~ I w ] is finite and each one of them can be 
checked for the possibility of generating w. 
Let L be generated by a deterministic linear bounded automaton. An RCG G can 
simulate each step of the automaton leading to recognition of the word w. The essential 
part of the simulation is to find the machine internal state and the symbol being scanned 
at the moment. This can be done by checking if the string belongs to the proper regular 
set. The transition from one internal state to another and the moving of the scanned 
symbols are simulated by productions of the form 
(k) AB  --,- CD IF R~, THEN (kl) ELSE (k2) (Rk a regular set) 
which can be transformed to the right form (Lemma 1). 
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4. DEFINITE CONDITIONAL GRAMMAR 
DEFINITION 5. Let 27 be a finite set of symbols and C, B be finite sets of strings, then 
D = C t3 X*B will be a definite set. 
DEFINITION 6. Let G = (N, T, D, P) be a conditional grammar where D is a definite 
set, D = C w XI*B, Z 1 C_ N t.3 T, C, B C (N  w T)* and all conditional sets D, are 
definite sets, D, = Ci u X 'B , ,  X = N w T, Bi , Ci C (N t.) T)*, then G will be called 
definite conditional grammar (DCG). 
DEFINITION 7. For every finite set of words A = {X 1 , X~ ..... X~} 
[A t = max(lX11, IX~l ..... IX ,  I). 
([ A [ will be the number of letters in the longest word in A.) 
DEFINITION 8. Let G = (N, T, D, P) be a DCG and let {Di} be the definite con- 
ditional sets. Let D, -- C i k) X*B~ and D = C k) XI*B. G will be a k-definite condi- 
tional grammar k-DCG if and only if 
k ~ max([ C 1, [B [, [ Ci [, [B,[). 
DEFINITION 9. .~f will be a word constructed from all the letters that have appeared 
in X in a possibly different order. 
LEMMA 2. 
grammar from 
will generate a 
Let G (N, T, D, P)  be a k-DCG and let y be a word generated by the 
the word xz ~ D where [ z [ ~ k. Then from a word ~z E D the grammar 
word Yl such that Yl = 37. 
Proof. Let w be an intermediate string generated by G and I d [ ~> k and let (w i) 
(w ,j). Then for all strings of the form ~d we have (~d, i) -+ (~1dl ,j). For, let Pi = (i) 
A --+ q~ IF  D, THEN (/'1) ELSE (j~). Then there are three possibilities. 
(A) The letter A appears in 9, therefore it appears in 2- I f  we replace A with q~ 
from w we will get w and from ~ we will get ~1- It is evident hat (~d, i) --+ (~ld, j). 
(B) A does not appear in w and therefore not in ~ and A appears in d. In that case 
w -- w d will change to d 1 and (j) will be determined by d 1 . But ~ = ~1 and (~d, i) --* 
(~dl ,j)" 
(C) A does not appear in w and not in d. In that case w = w d : d 1 , and (~d, i) + 
By induction on the number of productions applied in generating a word in the gram- 
mar we will get from (xz, I) =~ (y, i) the generation (~Tz, 1) =~ (37, i). 
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DEFINITION 10. Let 2; teal ..... a,} and x E2;*. Then by Ix [~, we denote the 
number of appearances of the letter a, in the word x minus 1. 
DEFINITION 11. Let G . -  (N, T, D, P)  be a DCG where D ~ 2;l*aka~_l "'- a 1 , all 
(r, are distinct, 271 = [a~, as 1 ,..-, al} U 272, and T = {sl, s~ .... , S~+x} w Z 2 . We will 
say that the grammar G defines the function fo r  k variables, f : N k ~ N , f (x l ,  x 2 ..... xk) = y 
if a~d only if for every xED such that (x, l) ~ (w , j ) ,w6  T + we have f ( l x ]~ l ,  
x I~,...,  I x ]o~) ] w I~ ,  and for every i, 1 ~ i ~ k ] x b, = ] w fs,. In addition we 
will require thatL(G) _C T*Sk+lS k ... s 1 and that every word w eL(G)  will end the genera- 
tion process in the production (I) END. 
Remark. 2:2 is a finite set of letters not affected by the grammar. 
Let 2; {a I ..... a~} then for every k ) 1 ~k will be the set of all words of length 
at most k. 
g . ~zo, will be the set of words of length at most k which do not contain the letter a i , 
%% % a and in general a ~ ~ ~ c~lna  k n~k.  0~]r 2~. . . ,  ~ a 2 . . ,  a l  O~ k : (X k f~  (XkJ ~ 
The following actions can be taken on an intermediate string by the production of a 
DCG. 
(1) Let w be an intermediate string w = yafl where [3, r e ( N t_) T )  *, [3 e ~1. a, a, a' E N ,  
and a' does not appear in w Then it is possible to determine if the number of times a 
appears in w is greater than I. 




The appropriate productions are 
(r) a -~ a' IF  (NU T)*  a'ak ~ THEN (r + 1) ELSE (r + 2) 
( r+ l) a ' -+aGOTO(s )  
( r+2)  a ' -+aGOTO(t )  
(2) Let w be an intermediate string of the same form as in (1) and let a" E N a letter 
which does not appear in w then it is possible to change the last appearance of a in w 
with a' and continue in production (s). 
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The appropriate productions are 
(r) a - *  a' IF  (NUr )*  ac% ~ THEN" (r) ELSE (r + l) 
(r + 1) a' --* a" IF (N U T)* a'c~k ~THEN (r + 2) ELSE (r + 3) 
( r+2)  a" - - - *aGOTO(r+ 1) 
(r q- 3) a" -+ a' GOTO (s) 
in the same way we could have changed all the appearances of a in w to a'. 
(3) Let w be an intermediate string w = 3aflb7 where ~, fi, y ~ (N u T)*, [ fl [ --  l, 
a,~ a, b, a', b' 1#I+I71  ==k- -  I ,#~a,  yE%_ _~, ~Nanda,andb 'donotappear inw 






(r -b 1) 
(r -}- 2) 
(r + 3) 
(r + 4) 
(r + 5) 
(r + 6) 
(r + 7) 
(r + 8) 
(r + 9) 
productions are 
a --* a' 
b- - - *b ' I F (Nu '~ '*  ~ ~ ~)  aoq o~xk2a_~ THEN (r) ELSE (r -}- 2) 
I F (Nu~)  a~'  oc~k'_~_ F THEN(r+6)  ELSE( r+3)  
I f (NU ' l " *  ~,  ab ~) a~z o ~kLa-~ THEN (r q- 8) ELSE (r ~ 4) 
a' --+ a 
b' b IF (N w " ' *  ' "' ---* ~) a c~ k THEN (r + 4) ELSE (t) 
ar  .--~ a 
b'--+ b IF (N w T)*b'c~,'~_ z THEN (r + 6) ELSE (u) 
a' --* a 
b' - *  b IF  (N W T)*b'~.'_x_z THEN (r + 8) ELSE (s) 
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Examples of  Functions Defined by a DCG 
(1) The function N(x) -- 0 is defined by 
G~ = {(bl, b', b"), [a, b), {b1* 6~), P) 
where P includes the productions 
b t --~ b' IF  Z'*b~ THEN (1) ELSE (2) 
b' ~ b" IF 2*b '  THEN (3) ELSE (4) 
b" --+ b GOTO (2) 







b, a]. where Z = {ba, b', b", 
(2) The function S(x)  -- x + 1 is defined by 
G 2 = ({61,6', 6"}, {a, 6}, {6~'61}, P) 
where P includes the productions 
(1) 61 ~ 6' IF X*b 1 THEN (1) ELSE (2) 
(2) 6' ~ a6" IF  2J*b' THEN (3) ELSE (4) 
(3) 6" --~ 6 GOTO (2) 
(4) b" ~ a6 
(5) END 
where 27 = {b 1 , b', b", a, b}. 
(3) The functions U,"(xl  ,..., x~) = xi for all n ~ 1 and 1 ~ i ~ n are defined by 
G~ n = (N,  '~, T,", O,", P i  ~) where Di n = (Xi~) * b~b,,_ 1 "" bl , 
2Ji" = {61,62 ,... , bn}, N," = {a', 6,,', 6~} u {27;"}, and T,'* = {~, /~, . . . ,  ~n, a} and where 
p,n includes the productions 
(i + 6) 
(i + 7) 
(n + 6) 
(n + 7) 
(1) 6n --~ 64' IF  (N, n u Ti'O*bn "'" b 1 THEN (1) ELSE (2) 
(2) bE' -+ b~ IF (N~ ~ u T~)*b, 'b, ,_~ "'" b 1 THEN (3) ELSE (4) 
(3) b~ --~ b~ GOTO (2) 
(4) b,", ~ a'6~, 
(5) b, -~ 61 IF (N,"  u T,;')*b~ .-. b 1 THEN (6) ELSE (7) 
(6) a' --~ aa' GOTO (5) 
(7) a'---~ a 
(8) b 1 --* b-~ IF (N, '~ u T,'0*b I THEN (8) ELSE (9) 
(9) b~ ~ go IF (N, ~ u T,n)*b~bl THEN (9) ELSE (10) 
b~-i -* ~, 1 IF (N,"  u T,")*b,_lg,_2 "" ~ THEN (i + 6) ELSE (i + 7) 
b,~ x - .  b-,+, I F  (N, ~ u Ti'0*bi~ l~,g,_x .-" ~1 THEN (i + 7) ELSE (i + 8) 
. 
b,, --* b~ IF (N, n u T,'*)*b,fl,,_ 1 ... 6~ THEN (n + 6) ELSE (n + 7) 
END 
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THEOREM 2. Let G (N, T, D, P )  be a DCG that defines thefunctiong, (xl,... , x,,,) -- y. 
Let H~ -- (N~ , T, , D, , P~) be DCG for all i, 1 ~ i ~ m where H i defines the function h , ,  
h,(xl , x 2 ,..., x,)  = y. Then there is a DCG which defines the function f where f is 
f (x l  , x~, .... , x,)  = g(hl(x , ,..., x,), h~(x 1 ..... x,),..., hm(x~ ,..., x,)). 
THEOREM 3. Let G -: (N  1 , T x , D1, P1) be a DCG that defines the function g, 
g(xl , x2 ,..., x,,) = y and let H = (Nz , To,  D2 , P2) be a DCG that defines the function 
h, h(x 1 , x~ ,..., x, , ,  x~+~, x~+~) = y. Then there is a DCG which defines the function f
where f is" 
f (x  I ,X  . . . . . .  o~r 0)  = g(x1 ,  X 2 ,..., X.),  
f (x  1 , x,,,..., x , ,  y + 1) = h(Xl .... , x,~, y, f (x  1 , x2,.. . ,  x , ,  y)). 
THEOREM 4. Let G = (N, T, D, P )  be a DCG that defines the total function g, 
g(xl , x2 ,..., x~ , y) =- z. Then there is a DCG which defines the function h where h is 
h(x l ,  xz .... , Xn) = min(g(xl, x2 .... , x, ,y) =0)  
y 
when there & such a y that g(x 1 .... , x~ , y) = 0 and h is undefined otherwise. 
The proofs of these last three theorems are similar and we will give here only the 
complete proof of Theorem 4. 
Proof. Let N = {bl, b 2 ..... b~, al} u N '  where N '  is a finite set of nonterminal 
letters. Let Z' {bl, b 2 ..... b~, a l ,  c), D ~ Z*alb,~b~_ 1 "" bl ,  and T = {~1, ~2 ..... b~,  
a 1 ~ a 2 ~ C}. 
Remark. c is an extra symbol, from the constructions of the proofs it is evident hat 
not more than one extra symbol is required. 
Let the last production of P be (z) END. Define H = (N, T, D, P) a DCG in the 
following way 
N = (N u T ) - -  {c}, D = Zl*b,~b~ 1 "'" b l ,  and ~o = (al ,  cr 2 .... , o',+1, c), 
where 21 = Z' --  {al) and let/5 include all the productions in P (with the changes that 
will follow) and all the productions necessary to implement he action of the following 
flowchart. 
(1) Change the production (z) END to (z) GOTO (z + 1). 
Remark. We will start with a word x e D of the form x = yb~bn_ 1 "" b a y ~ XI* and 
for a l l i l  ~ i~n[x[b~=xi .  
Remark. We will reach production (z -~ 1) with an intermediate string w of the form 
w = 711a2a1~g "'" ~1 3~1, w ~ T* and for all i 1 ~ i <~ n ] w l~  ~-  Xz and [ w ]a~ =- k 
and ]w z =g(x l ,x2  .... , x~,k ) .  
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Remark. When we will get back to (l) and eventually to (1) the number of appear- 
ances of a 1 in the intermediate string will be greater by one each time around the loop. 
[change the last occurrence of [ 
I b n to b~ I 
b'nJalb n 
follow the production of G In 
the usual way up to, (z) 
1 1 
Yes~ [t) 
chonge all occurrences of ~2[ 
to o or~l all occurrences 
l of ~l ~.h a~ I 
r 
for oil i I ~ i<n change ollJ 
l occurrences of b i to b I I 
(t) 
t 
change oil occurrences of ~2[ 
i 
to c and all occurrences 
i 
of ~1 w th ~n+l 
r 
I for al l  I I<i_<n_change 
all occurrences of b i to ~t 
Cll 
The derivation of a word in H occurs if and only if the production (t) is applied at 
some point and that in turn insures that for some y g(x I , x 2 ,..., xn ,  y)  ~- O, and that 
the smallest possible y will be chosen. It follows that the DCG defined in this way will in 
fact define the function h. 
COROLLARY 1. For every partial recursive function f there is a DCG which defines it. 
Proof. From Theorems 2, 3, and 4 and the preceding examples [3, Chapter 3, 
Theorem 4.2]. 
5711z5/3-9 
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THEOREM 5. The emptiness problem for the class of languages generated by DCG is 
unsolvable. 
Proof. From Corollary 1 it follows that a solution to the emptiness problem for 
languages generated by DCG would imply a solution to the halting problem of Turing 
machines which is unsolvable. 
THEOREM 6. Let G be a k-DCG then there is a G 1 1-DCG such that L(G) -- L(G1). 
Proof. Let G ~ (N, T, D, P) be a k-DCG where N -- {Ax .... d~} D = C u 27t'B, 
T = {a~, az ..... a,~}, 27a _C N u T, and P -- {P~, Pe ..... P~} where for all i 1 ~ i ~ n 
P, -= (i) A; -~ 6, IF D~ THEN (il) ELSE (/2) 
and 4, ~ (T u N) 4, d,  ~ N (not necessarily in order), and Di = C~ k) (T k3 N)*B.~.. 
Let 272 - N w T order all words ~ ~ 272 + of length at most k in a lexicographical 
order and let @) be number of c, in that order. The number of words is Q. For every c~ 
let M~ be a new letter not in N u T. 
Let G t = Ga(N, T,D, P) where f= T, D = Cu27a*B, C={M~I~Cv 
(~ e G*B n lc~ I < k)},B ={M~ [ o~eSl*B A In ] = k} , J~  = AT k-) {M~I1 ~< (~) ~<Q} w 
, cz l .  - . {A1, d~ ..... d /}  w ~'~1, -42 ,'.', Xp}. Let Z' N w T, and let P include the productions 
(1) GOTO (1, l). 
(2) Group I for every i 1 -<_ i ~ n and 1 ~ (@ ~< Q let the production be in- 
eluded in P 
(i, @,)  ~/~ --+ A, IF  X'A ,  THEN (i, (@, 1) ELSE (i, <'c~) + 1) 
and the production (i, O + 1) HALT.  Where A~- is the letter changed by production 
i of P. 
(3) Group H for every i 1 ~ i ~ n and 1 ~ (~) ~< Q let the following production 
be included in/~ 
(i, (a),  1) A, -~ Ai' IF Z*Ai THEN (i, (a),  2) ELSE (i, (a),  7). 
(This production checks if A, appears in the intermediate string.) 
(i, (a), 2) 
(i, (~), 3) 
(i, (a), 4) 
(i, (~0, 5) 
(i, (@, 6) 
A,' -+ q~i (This production replaced Ai' with 4, .) 
.4, --~ A / IF  Z*A/THEN (i, @), 4) ELSE (i, (@, 3) 
A/~ A'~ IF 2*A~ THEN (i, (@, 6) ELSE (i, @), 5) 
A~' ~ Ai GOTO (i, (a),  4) 
A~ ~ M~ IF / ) i  THEN (i,, Q -t- 2) ELSE (i2, Q -t- 2) 
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]], : C, ~J X.2*B , where C, = {M~ I c~ ~ C, v (c~ c Z'2*B , ^ [ c~ I < k)] and /~i == 
{sL  I ~ e &*B~ ^ t ~ r : k]. 
(i, @>, 7) IF ~ e ((N <9 T) -- .4,)* THEN (i, <@, 8) ELSE (i, <@, 9). (This produc- 
tion is for checking if we have to change M~ while applying P , .  The true form of this 
production will be either (i, <@, 7) GOTO (i, <@, 8) or (i, @>, 7) GOTO (i, <@, 9) and 
the special way the production was written is for clarifying its meaning.) 
( i ,~@,8) 3 /  --~ M~ iF D, THEN(4 ,Q+2)  ELSE(4 ,Q+2) ,  
(i, ~,~,, 9) 3/ -+ ~bM~ IF D, THEN (il, Q + 2) ELSE <i,, Q + 25, 
where ~ is generated from c~ by changing the first appearance ofA, in a into ~, . If ] ~ j > k 
thenl f i l  = kandr/  - ~bfi. I f [ , ? '  -<.kthen~b = h (the empty word) and~7 =:/3. 
(4) Group 1II For every i I -<- i ~ n/3 will include productions which will perform 
the action of the following flowchart. (All such productions will be of a form suitable 
for a 1-DCG.) 




I chonge Ma to the worda ] 
= ( t , I )  
- ( i , t l  
~x defined as above will simulate the generation of a word in G and we will have 
; (G) = L(G1). 
COROLLARY 2. The class of languages generated by DCG is contained in the class of 
anguages generated by CFPG [4]. The proof is simple by simulation of I -DCG by CFPG. 
THEOREM 7. For every recursively enumerable language L' ther is a DCG G zoith 
~ossible erasing productions such that L(G) L'. 
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Remark. The reader is supposed to be familiar with the work of Rosenkrantz about 
context-free programmed grammar. For details see [4] and especially Theorem 6. 
Proof. It is enough to prove that for every context-free programmed grammar G l 
there is a DCG G with possible erasing productions uch that L(G1) ~ L(G). 
Let G x (N1, T1, J, t)1 , S) be a context-free programmed grammar where P1 
[P1, P., ..... P~ and each P, for 1 ~ i ~ n has the label (i) and is of the form Pi z (i) 
.4, ~ d~, S(l ",) F(Hz;) where V,, IV, C J, 4), ~ (N u T)*, and A, c N. 
For every label (i) ~ J let ~I, be a new letter and let 27 be 2: -- {Mx, ~1,z ,..., M~}. We 
define G = (N, T, D, P) in the following way. N -= N1 W 2: w N'  where N '  is a finite 
set of letters required to implement the following flowchart, D ~ (Z t.) {S})*S, T ~ T~, 
and P includes all productions necessary to perform the action in the following flowchart. 
We start with x ,  D 
No 
I change the last occurrence of 
S to s ~ 
( X the empty string ) s' ~ X 
, . l  
1 I  o.olil where ,s I I I J the last letter in the~ 
J Ir~termediate string I 
For ol i  i I< i<n the flowchart will include the following part: 
(i) 
I 
change the last occurrence of M I I 




change the lost occurrence 
of A i to A'; 
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From the flowchart the grammar will only generate w from x when x is of the form 
x ~ SyS  withy  6 27" and the sequence of productions applied in generating w from S in 
G 1 is (Za)(Z2) -.- (zk) and y = M~Mz,_I  "" M, I .  In all other cases the generation will 
terminate without generating a word in the language. Because for every w ~ L(Ga) there 
is an x e D with the above properties we get L(GI) - L(G). 
THEOREM 8. Let L a be a language generated by a DCG and L 1 C_ {a}*. Then there is a 
deterministic Turing machine bounded by a tape function k log(n) which recognizes L x . 
Remarks. The function log will always be in base two and numbers will be written 
in base two. For a definition of a Turing machine bounded by a tape function F(n) see 
[2, Chapter 10]. 
Pro@ Let G = G(N, T, D, P) be a 1-DCG such that L(G) = L a and let T ~ {a}, 
N ~ {A 1 ,..., Aq_a} , and D = C k9 2~*B. We can assume that the letters appearing in C 
and B are different from these in 27. Define a function 3 from (N kJ T)* into the set of 
t-tuples of natural numbers (N q) in the following way: For 7-t~ (N u T)* 3(W) = V = 
~Va, V 2 ..... Vq) where for I -~ i  ~q- -  1 Vi is the number of times the letter A s 
appears in 7 t and Vq is the number of times the letter a appears in 7 t. 
Let Wa ~ w A and W 2 =- w where A E (N tAT),  w w ~ (N u T)* and 3(~a) = 8(5v2) 9
Fhen if the grammar generates the word w EL from W 1 it will also generate the word w 
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from 7t2. (See Lemma 2). We will construct a Turing machine M which simulates G 
and uses at most k log(n) places on the working tapes for each word w of length n. 
Description of M 
(1) On the reading tape the word w (of the form a '~) will be written. 
(2) On the second tape we will generate, in some order, the vectors V, V ~ Nq such 
that there is a word ~ in D, where 8(T) ~ V and { tP I ~ n. For writting the vector V 
on the tape we will use three letters {0, l, 2). We will write the number V~- in binary form 
using 0 and l and use 2 for separation of components. 
(3) On the third tape starting with a copy of the second tape, we will simulate the 
generation process of G. 
(4) On the fourth tape we will count the number of simulation steps carried on 
tape three and insure the number will never be greater than Pnq + 1. (-P the number of 
productions in the grammar G.) 
h,Iode of Operation 
The machine M will have in its internal memory the structure of the productions of G. 
It will also keep track of the last letter of an intermediate string in the internal memory. 
Instead of changing the intermediate string in the way G does, the machine will change 
the appropriate parts of the vector 3(T) (where W is the supposed intermediate string) 
on tape three and the possible internal representation of the last letter. The machine 
will also check if the vector is of the form (0, 0, 0 ..... r) and in that case, check if r = n. 
Each time the count on tape four reaches Pn~ the machine will start a new vector on 
tape two, until it will either find that w EL1 or exhaust all the possibilities. On the tapes 
two and three the maximum written space is q(log(n) q- 1) and on tape four the maximum 
is log(Pnq). It is easy to find a k such that both the above numbers will be less than 
k log(n). 
THEOREM 9. The class of languages generated by DCG is strictly contained in the class 
of languages generated by RCG. 
Proof. Let L1 _C {a, b}* be a language recognized by a Turing machine with tape 
bound La(n ) = 2 ~ and not recognized by any Turing machine with tape bound F(n) for 
which inf,~.~(F(n)/2 ~)= O. (See [2, Theorem 10] for the existence of such language.) 
Order all words over {a, b}* according to length, and use lexicographical order to order 
words of the same length. The nth words in the order is of length [log(n)J. 
Define L C_ {a}* to be {aq ~1") ] n ~ 1} where q)(n) is the function 
(1) q)(n) = n iff the nth word in the order defined above belong to L 1 , 
(2) q)(n) = 1 otherwise. 
It is easy to show that L is recognized by a Turing machine with tape bound n but is 
not recognized by any Turing machine with tape bound K log(n) for otherwise we will 
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get a contradiction to the way we chose L I . Using Theorems 1 and 8 we get that L is a 
language generated by RCG but is not generated by any DCG. 
The generative power of DCG is not known. It is not known whether simple languages 
like {(anbn)*}, {(a*b + c'd)*} or {ww I w~Z'*} can be generated by DCG grammars. It 
is also an open problem whether DCG grammars can generate all regular languages. 
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